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S E S S I O N  8 

Laying a Foundation for the Future 

Fulfilling Authentic Male Leadership 

Moral Leadership!
Personal Responsibility!

Military Leadership!
Clarity of Thought!
Integrity of Action!

Economic Leadership!
Foundation for Future!

Foundation for Future!
Political Leadership!

Sacrifice!
The willingness to 

pay the price.!
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Clarity of Thought for Men 
•  God is found in communion.!
•  “Where two or three are gathered in my name, 

there am I in the midst of them” (Matthew 18:20).!
•  “Whoever receives one such child in my name 

receives me” (Matthew 18:5).!

Integrity of Action 
•  We must unite ourselves to Christ so that we may 

gain possession of ourselves.!
•  We must unite our marriages to Christ so that they 

can withstand the storms of time.!
•  We must unite our children to Christ so that they 

may attain to the full stature of Christ.!
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Authentic male leadership is called to be selfless 
versus selfish.!
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King Henry VIII 
•  1485: Henry VII usurps throne of England.!
•  1491: Henry VIII is born.!
•  1509: Marries Catherine of Aragon; 

Crowned King of England.!
•  1533: Marries Anne Boleyn!
•  1534: Declared Head of Church in England.!
•  1536: Executes Anne Boleyn!
•  1536-1547: Marries 4 additional wives.!
•  1547: Dies on January 8th.!

King Henry VIII: Economic Straits 
•  1509: Inherits England in sound financial 

condition.!
•  1509ff: Lives as a man of excess.!
•  1511: Enters conflict with France.!
•  1534: Declared “Head of Church.”!
•  1536-1538: Dissolution of monasteries.!
•  1540ff: Dissipates money from the 

dissolution of monasteries.!
•  1544: Borrows money to invade France.!
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King Henry VIII: Political Chaos 
•  1547: Henry VIII dies; Edward VI (from 

Jane Seymour) becomes king at age 9.  
Council deepens divide with Catholicism.!

•  1553: Edward VI dies; Mary I (from 
Catherine of Aragon) becomes queen; re-
establishes Catholicism.!

•  1558: Mary dies; Elizabeth I (from Anne 
Boleyn) becomes queen; returns to 
Protestantism.!

•  1603: Elizabeth dies.!
•  Henry had 1 son; 2 daughters; 1 illegitimate 

son; 2 illegitimate daughters (?).!
•  No grandchildren; House of Tudor ends.!

King Henry VIII’s failure in Moral Leadership 
resulted in the four consequences of failed male 

leadership being poured out upon England.!
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Gary S. Becker 
•  Born in Pennsylvania in 1930.!
•  Received Bachelor from Princeton.!
•  Received PhD from University of Chicago.!
•  Taught at Columbia and Chicago.!
•  Held joint chair in Economics and Sociology.!
•  Studied human capital and the family.!
•  Received Nobel Laureate in Economics in 

1992.!
•  Praised by Vatican.!

Human Capital and Economic Growth 

Human Capital Formation!
•  Family and Formal Education!

$!
Economic Growth!
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The Family and Human Capital 

Spousal 
Specialization!

•  Provides for needs 
today.!

•  Provides formation 
for tomorrow.!

Reduced 
Social Costs!
•  Reduced physical 

and mental health 
issues.!

•  Reduced crime.!
•  Reduced sexual 

activity.!

Enhanced 
Earnings!

•  Greater Educational 
attainment.!

•  Increased earnings.!
•  More stable 

marriages.!

The Family Dinner and Self-Esteem 
•  Comparing teens who eat dinner with family at least 5 nights per 

week versus those who do so only 2 nights per week.!
•  Teens are nearly one and half times more likely to say that their 

parents are proud of them.!
•  Teens are forty percent more likely to confide in their parents with a 

serious problem.!
•  Parents are half as likely to say that they do not know their children’s 

friends very well.!
Sources: 
The National Center on Addiction and Substance Abuse at Columbia University (CASA), “The Importance of Family Dinners II,” 
September, 2005. 
The National Center on Addiction and Substance Abuse at Columbia University (CASA), “The Importance of Family Dinners III,” 
September, 2006. 
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The Reality of Peer Pressure 
•  Peer pressure strongly influences sexual activity and substance 

abuse.!
•  Almost 80 percent of college students were introduced to alcohol by 

their friends.!
•  Almost 95 percent of college students were introduced to drugs by 

their friends.!
•  Drinking in college is correlated to the number of offers a student 

receives to drink.!
Sources: 
The National Center on Addiction and Substance Abuse at Columbia University (CASA), National Survey of American Attitudes on 
Substance Abuse X: Teens and Parents, August, 2005. 
The National Center on Addiction and Substance Abuse at Columbia University (CASA), “Wasting the Best and Brightest: Substance 
Abuse at America’s Colleges and Universities, 2007, pp. 53-54. 

The Family and Education 
•  Teens who eat dinner with their families at least 5 nights per week 

are almost twice as likely to get A’s as those who eat dinner with 
their families 2 or less nights per week.!

•  Divorce doubles the likelihood that a child will drop out of High 
School.!

•  Divorce reduces the likelihood of a child receiving a college degree 
by approximately ⅓.!

Sources: 
The National Center on Addiction and Substance Abuse at Columbia University (CASA), “The Importance of Family Dinners,” 
September, 2003. 
Waite, Linda J. and Gallagher, Maggie, “The Case for Marriage,” Doubleday, 2000. 
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Earnings Differentials 
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Source: Becker, Gary S., “Human Capital,” The 
University of Chicago Press, 1993, Table 4, p. 170.!
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The family is the foundation of economic growth.!
The family is the foundation for political stability.!
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The natural family, as an intimate communion of life 
and love, based on marriage between a man and a 
woman, constitutes ‘the primary place of 
`humanization` for the person and society’ … For 
this reason, the family is the first and indispensable 
teacher of peace.!

! ! ! ! ! !Pope Benedict XVI!
! ! ! ! ! !World Day of Peace, 2008!

The Family and Peace 
•  Divorce doubles the likelihood of experimentation with illegal 

substances.!
•  Divorce increases the likelihood of mental illnesses in a child by 37 

percent.!
•  Divorce doubles the likelihood that a child will be incarcerated for a 

crime.!
•  Divorce doubles the likelihood that a child will begin having sex by 

age 14.!
•  Divorce triples the likelihood that a girl will be an unwed mother.!

Source: 
Waite, Linda J. and Gallagher, Maggie, “The Case for Marriage,” Doubleday, 2000. 
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A Sustainable Socioeconomic Model 

Human Capital Formation!
•  Family and formal Education!

God!

$!
Economic Growth!

Political   Stability!

A sustainable socioeconomic model is founded 
upon God and flows through the family.!
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Small Group Discussion 

Next Week!
The Willingness to Pay the Price!

Starter Questions!
1.  How are you forming your children to be the foundation for 

the future?!
2.  How are your actions consistent or inconsistent with the 

proper formation of your children?!


